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Abstract

This paper develops a model of the choice between bank and market "nance by
entrepreneurial "rms that di!er in the value of their net worth. The monitoring asso-
ciated with bank "nance ameliorates a moral hazard problem between the entrepreneurs
and their lenders. The model is used to analyze the di!erent strands of the credit view of
the transmission of monetary policy. In particular, we derive the empirical implications of
a broad credit channel, and compare them to those obtained when the model is extended
to incorporate some elements of the bank lending channel. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that monetary authorities can a!ect real economic
activity through changes in short-term interest rates. The traditional money view
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1See Bernanke and Gertler (1989), Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993), Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), and
Suarez and Sussman (1997).

relies on the sensitivity of spending to interest rates as predicted by the standard
theories of consumption and investment under perfect capital markets. In
contrast, the credit view stresses that monetary policy a!ects the economy
through its impact on borrowers' access to credit, especially bank loans.

Recent research places "nancial imperfections at the center of the credit
channel for monetary transmission. It is now known that informational prob-
lems can create a wedge between the costs of external and internal funds to "rms.
Investment projects that are worth undertaking under internal "nance may be
unpro"table (or less pro"table) if the required funds have to be raised externally.
Financial variables such as net worth or the amount of preexisting debt in#u-
ence the costs of external funds, and hence generate a mechanism that links
"nancial factors to the level of economic activity.1

One can distinguish two related strands of this literature. The "rst one, known
as the broad credit channel, focuses generically on the implications of "nancial
imperfections for the transmission of monetary shocks, stressing that their
impact on individual borrowers depends on the strength of their balance sheets.
The second one, called the bank lending channel, highlights the importance that
imperfections related to the banks' intermediary function have for monetary
transmission. Interest rate and capital regulations, as well as the banks' own
balance sheet positions are among the suspects behind this second channel.

The conceptual distinction between these two channels has driven much of
the empirical discussion. However, the lack of a theoretical formalization that
encompasses both of them makes it di$cult to identify a set of testable implica-
tions whereby they can be empirically distinguished. This paper attempts to "ll
this gap.

We analyze the two strands of the credit view using a microeconomic model
of entrepreneurial "rms' "nancing. In this model, "rms have access to an
investment project of "xed size. Each "rm is characterized by the size of its
project and the amount of internal funds available for undertaking it. Some
"rms require external "nance and there is a moral hazard problem between the
entrepreneurs and their "nanciers, because the former can divert project re-
sources towards private uses.

There are two modes of external "nance: market "nance and bank "nance.
Building on the "nancial intermediation literature, we assume that bank "nance
involves a higher monitoring intensity than market "nance, which ameliorates
the entrepreneurial moral hazard problem. We show that in equilibrium the set
of "rms can be divided according to the value of their net worth ratio (the ratio
of their internal funds to the investment required by their projects) into three
di!erent groups. Firms with large net worth prefer market lending, "rms with
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intermediate net worth get bank lending, and "rms with little net worth are
unable to obtain credit.

A number of comparative statics results are then derived. In particular, it is
examined how aggregate investment, the quantities of market and bank lending,
and the equilibrium interest rate spreads shift with changes in the riskless rate,
which is taken to be an indicator of the stance of monetary policy. These results
are broadly consistent with the evidence documented, among others, by Stock
and Watson (1989), Friedman and Kuttner (1992), Gertler and Gilchrist (1993),
and Bernanke et al. (1996). However, they cannot accommodate an increase in
market lending (commercial paper) following a monetary contraction, which
accords with the interpretation by Kashyap et al. (1993) that such behavior may
re#ect the operation of a bank lending channel.

Next, we extend the model to incorporate some of the speci"cities of banks.
We adopt a minimal approach that focuses on two important legal constraints
which a!ect (or have a!ected until recently) the provision of bank lending:
deposit interest rate ceilings and capital requirements. We "nd that the behavior
of market lending documented in Kashyap et al. (1993) is easy to explain under
interest rate ceilings, but not under capital requirements, unless one assumes
that monetary shocks impact signi"cantly on bank capital.

The literature on the credit channel is surveyed in Gertler (1988), Kashyap
and Stein (1994), and Hubbard (1995). The formalizations by Bernanke and
Blinder (1988), Romer and Romer (1990), Friedman and Kuttner (1993a), and
Kashyap et al. (1993) are extensions of the standard IS/LM model that, under
assumptions of imperfect substitutability, allow for the coexistence of &bonds'
and &bank loans'. In contrast to this reduced-form approach, we derive the
choice between market and bank "nance from "rst principles. Moreover, by
explicitly allowing for "rm heterogeneity, we can account for some of
the evidence on the cross-sectional impact of monetary policy (Gertler and
Gilchrist, 1994; Oliner and Rudebusch, 1996b).

Several previous papers have modeled the choice between market and bank
"nance by considering an entrepreneurial moral hazard problem that can be
ameliorated through (costly) bank monitoring. Diamond (1991) examines the
interactions between reputational capital (a good track record) and monitoring,
delivering the implication that the typical bank borrowers will be the entrepre-
neurs with intermediate credit ratings. Besanko and Kanatas (1993) provide
a rationale for mixed "nance by considering a model in which entrepreneurs
may su!er from &excessive monitoring' by their banks, and mitigate this problem
by partially relying on market "nance. However, neither paper focuses on the
implications for monetary policy transmission and their models are either too
complicated or not #exible enough for that purpose. The paper most closely
related to ours is by Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), who examine the role of net
worth when both entrepreneurs and banks are subject to moral hazard prob-
lems vis-à-vis their respective lenders. However, we abstract from incentive
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2R will be later identi"ed with the interest rate set by a monetary authority.

problems at the level of banks, consider a slightly more #exible decision problem
at the level of entrepreneurs (which generates greater dispersion in borrowing
rates), and focus our discussion on the e!ects of monetary shocks rather than
shocks to entrepreneurial or bank net worth.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic model of
lending under moral hazard. Section 3 characterizes the optimal choice between
market "nance and bank "nance. Section 4 analyzes the broad credit channel,
and Section 5 accounts for the bank lending channel by extending the analysis to
situations where banks are subject to interest rate ceilings and capital require-
ments. Section 6 concludes.

2. A model of lending under moral hazard

Consider an economy with two dates (t"0, 1) and a continuum of risk-
neutral entrepreneurs. Each entrepreneur is characterized by her initial wealth
= and by the size I of the investment required by an indivisible project that she
may start up at t"0. Let h"=/I denote the entrepreneur's net worth ratio, i.e.
the ratio of her initial wealth to the investment required by her project. The set
of entrepreneurs in the economy is then described by a cumulative distribution
function F(h, I).

Each started project yields at t"1 a combination of veri"able random cash
yows and nonveri"able private benexts for the entrepreneur. If the entrepreneur
wants to increase her private bene"ts, she has to divert resources from the
project towards private uses, thereby reducing the expected cash #ows. Denot-
ing the entrepreneur's decision on how the project is run by p3[0, 1], we assume
that the cash #ow of a project of size I is AI'0 with probability p (success) and
0 with probability 1!p (failure). In addition, regardless of the realization of
cash #ow, private bene"ts for the entrepreneur are u(p)AI, where the function
u(p) is decreasing and concave.

Entrepreneurs maximize their expected income at t"1, which includes the
private bene"ts obtained from their projects. They have access to a capital
market where the (gross) interest rate is R51.2 So they can invest their wealth
either in their own projects or at the market interest rate R, and they can also
raise external funds for their projects by promising the lenders an expected rate
of return of at least R.

We assume that the decision on p is not contractible, so the relationship
between entrepreneurs and their lenders is subject to moral hazard. The presence
of moral hazard introduces an incentive cost that renders net worth relevant to
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3Note that with this functional form the total expected return of the project (including the private
bene"ts), [p#u(p)]AI, is maximized for p"j(1. Hence some amount of private bene"ts is
"rst-best optimal.

4We further comment on this after Proposition 2 below.
5The amount jA/R is the present value of the cash #ow of a project of unit size under the "rst-best

probability of success p"j. Hence Assumption 2 implies that, in the absence of moral hazard, all
projects would have positive net present value.

6Proposition 1 below proves that this instance of maximum inside equity participation is indeed
optimal.

the "nancing problem. Entrepreneurs with h51 have su$cient wealth to
circumvent the problem by self-"nancing their projects. In contrast, those with
h(1 have to rely on external "nance. In what follows we will restrict attention
to entrepreneurs in the latter class.

We make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1. u(p)"
1

2j
(1!p2), with 0(j(1.

Assumption 2. 8/7(jA/R(4.

Assumption 1 establishes a functional form for u(p) that will enable us
to solve the model explicitly.3 Identical qualitative results might be obtained
in this section under a general decreasing and concave u(p). The di!erences
would arise when introducing market and bank "nance in the next section, since
some details of the comparison between them (and, especially, the comparative
statics) would become intractable.4 Assumption 2 states that the pro"tability of
the projects (measured by parameter A) is neither too small nor too large relative
to the opportunity cost of funds R. Together with Assumption 1, this will ensure
that investment is viable for some entrepreneurs but not for all of them.5

To start examining the problem of external "nance under moral hazard,
suppose that an entrepreneur with initial wealth = and a project of size
I borrows I!= at a given (gross) borrowing rate B.6 She will then choose p in
order to maximize her utility

p[AI!B(I!=)]#u(p)AI"Mp[A!B(1!h)]#u(p)ANI. (1)

This expression re#ects that with probability p the project succeeds,
in which case it yields cash #ow AI and the entrepreneur pays B(I!=) to the
lender, and with probability 1!p the project fails, in which case neither the
entrepreneur nor the lender receive any cash. It also re#ects that, no matter
whether the project succeeds or fails, the entrepreneur gets the private bene"ts
u(p)AI.
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Lenders observe both the initial wealth and the size of the project of each
entrepreneur, and correctly anticipate her decision p under each borrowing rate
B. Thus the lowest B for which they are willing to participate in funding a given
project satis"es

pB"R, (2)

where p is the probability of success that the corresponding entrepreneur is
expected to choose.

We can now state the main result of this section.

Proposition 1. There exists a critical value hM 3(0, 1) such that borrowing is not
feasible for entrepreneurs with net worth ratio h(hM . The optimal contract for an
entrepreneur with hM 4h(1 is to borrow I!= at an interest rate B(h)"R/p(h),
where

p(h)"
j
2 C1#A

h!hM
1!hM B

1@2

D (3)

is the corresponding probability of success. The expected utility of an entrepreneur
with a project of size I and a net worth ratio h5hM is given by u(h)I, where

u(h)"
1

2
[Ap(h)!R(1!h)]#

A

2j
. (4)

Proof. Using Assumption 1, the entrepreneur's maximization of (1) yields the
"rst-order condition A!B(1!h)"Ap/j. Substituting B"R/p from (2) into
this condition gives the quadratic equation Ap2!jAp#jR(1!h)"0. This
equation has real solutions if h5hM , where

hM "1!
jA

4R
. (5)

Clearly hM (1, and by Assumption 2 we also have hM '0. For h'hM the quadratic
equation has two roots, but the entrepreneur prefers the largest one (the root
associated with the lowest R), which is (3). Substituting B"R/p and
Ap2"jAp!jR(1!h) into the entrepreneur's objective function gives (4). To
prove that entrepreneurs with h5hM want to invest all their wealth in their
project rather than some or all of it at the interest rate R, consider "rst those
with h"hM . For them investing="hM I in the project is necessary for viability,
so we simply need to check that u(hM )I5RhM I. By (4) and (5), this inequality
reduces to

jA

R
5A

3

8
#

1

2j2B
~1

,
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7Note that if j244/5 the lower bound in Assumption 2 could be reduced to 1.

which holds by Assumption 2.7 Given this, entrepreneurs with h'hM will also
want to invest at least hM I in their projects. Furthermore investing wealth
in excess of hM I in the project yields a marginal utility greater than the interest
rate R:

d

d=
[u(h)I]"

R

2 C1#A
1!hM
h!hM B

1@2

D'R. (6)

Hence devoting all entrepreneurial wealth to the project is indeed optimal. h

Proposition 1 shows that entrepreneurs with a net worth ratio h(hM will be
unable to raise external funds and to start up their projects. On the other hand,
those with h5hM will invest all their wealth = in their projects and raise the
di!erence I!= externally. Their probability of success is given by the function
p(h), which is increasing and strictly concave, and satis"es p(hM )"j/2 and
p(1)"j. Correspondingly, the function B(h)"R/p(h), that describes the gross
borrowing rate charged to them, is decreasing and strictly convex, and satis"es
B(hM )"2R/j and B(1)"R/j. These results re#ect that the entrepreneurs' net
worth ratio h has a positive incentive e!ect (measured by p@(h)'0) which
becomes less important as h approaches the self-"nancing threshold of 1.

The properties of p(h) imply that the utility of the entrepreneurs that are able
to start their projects, u(h)I, is increasing and strictly concave in h. Moreover, as
shown in (6), the marginal utility of entrepreneurial wealth is greater than R,
re#ecting that internal "nancing ameliorates the moral hazard problem. For this
reason, entrepreneurs "nd it optimal to invest all their wealth in their projects.

3. Market 5nance and bank 5nance

In this section we compare two alternative modes of funding the investment
projects: market "nance and bank "nance. We assume that the di!erence
between them relates to the extent to which the corresponding lenders monitor
their borrowers in order to ameliorate the moral hazard problem. Thus
monitoring in this context means the application by the lender of some external
control mechanism that makes the diversion of project resources towards
private uses less pro"table to the entrepreneur.

The literature widely accepts that publicly traded securities such as commer-
cial paper or corporate bonds (&market "nance') typically involve a lower
monitoring intensity than bank loans (&bank "nance'). The standard argument is
that the control of the debtor is less e!ective in market "nance because the
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dispersion of security-holders generates either free-rider problems or a wasteful
multiplication of monitoring costs (Diamond, 1984). Moreover, banks may have
better information than ordinary market investors because they are geographi-
cally closer to the "rms, because they specialize in lending to "rms of a certain
type, because they observe the movements in the "rms' bank accounts
(Nakamura, 1993), or because they can be trusted with proprietary information
that, if public, would bene"t the "rms' competitors (Bhattacharya and Chiesa,
1995; Yosha, 1995). Also, the nature of short-term bank "nancing (and re"nanc-
ing) may be more conducive to the control of certain wasteful activities (Repullo
and Suarez, 1998). Given all these reasons, we will associate market "nance with
a lower level of monitoring than bank "nance.

Formally, we account for the di!erence in monitoring intensities by assuming
that under market "nance the entrepreneurs' private bene"t function (as de"ned
in the previous section) is

u
.
(p)"

1

2j
.

(1!p2), (7)

whilst under bank "nance it is

u
"
(p)"

1

2j
"

(1!p2), (8)

where

0(j
.
(j

"
(1. (9)

Thus u
"
(p)(u

.
(p) for all p(1, which means that the higher monitoring

intensity associated with bank "nance reduces the entrepreneurial private bene-
"ts obtained under any given probability of success. Furthermore, we have
u@
.
(p)(u@

"
(p)(0 for all p(1, which means that increasing the probability of

success entails a smaller sacri"ce of private bene"ts under bank "nance than
under market "nance.

The proposed formalization has the advantage of allowing us to apply the
analysis developed in the previous section for a general j to the speci"c cases of
market "nance (j

.
) and bank "nance (j

"
). From that analysis one can anticipate

the main trade-o! for the choice between these two modes of "nance. Clearly, for
each p, the total expected returns of the project are smaller under bank "nance
than under market "nance, which in principle favors the choice of the latter.
However, the former has the advantage of weakening the entrepreneur's incen-
tives to take private bene"ts, which ameliorates the moral hazard problem. This
will favor the choice of bank "nance, especially if the moral hazard problem
under market "nance is su$ciently severe.

It is important to note that we are going to use Eq. (2) to represent the lender's
participation constraint under both market and bank "nance. This is equivalent
to assuming that banks operate under perfect competition, the opportunity cost
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of their funds is the market interest rate R, and their monitoring activity is
costless. In Section 5 we will extend the analysis to a situation in which bank
lenders require a higher expected rate of return than market lenders.

Now, we are ready to compare the two alternative modes of "nance. We will
use the subscripts m and b to identify the variables that correspond to market
"nance and bank "nance, respectively.

Proposition 2. The critical values, hM
"

and hM
.
, below which bank and market xnance

are not feasible satisfy

0(hM
"
(hM

.
(1. (10)

In the region where both modes of xnance are feasible there exists a critical value
hH3[hM

.
, 1) such that

u
.
(h)5u

"
(h) if and only if h5hH. (11)

Moreover p
.
(h)(p

"
(h) and B

.
(h)'B

"
(h), for all h3[hM

.
, 1).

Proof. The inequalities in (10) follow immediately from (5) and (9). To prove (11)
"rst note that (3), (4), and (9) imply

lim
h?1

[u
.
(h)!u

"
(h)]"

A(j
"
!j

.
)(1!j

"
j
.
)

2j
"
j
.

'0.

Hence, by continuity, for h close to 1 market "nance is preferred to bank "nance.
Next observe that, for h3[hM

.
, 1), (4) implies

u@
.
(h)!u@

"
(h)"

A

2
[p@

.
(h)!p@

"
(h)].

But by (3), (5), and (10) we have

p@
.
(h)

p@
"
(h)

"A
1!hM

.
h!hM

.

h!hM
"

1!hM
"
B

1@2
'1.

Hence u
.
(h) and u

"
(h) have at most one intersection, which together with the

previous result implies (11). Finally (9) and (10) imply

p
.
(h)"

j
.
2 C1#A

h!hM
.

1!hM
.
B

1@2

D(
j
"
2 C1#A

h!hM
"

1!hM
"
B

1@2

D"p
"
(h)

and B
.
(h)"R/p

.
(h)'R/p

"
(h)"B

"
(h), for all h3[hM

.
, 1). h

Proposition 2 shows that net worth ratios are critical for the choice between
alternative modes of "nance. In particular, entrepreneurs with large net worth
(h5hH) prefer market "nance, those with intermediate net worth (hM

"
4h(hH)

get bank "nance, and those with little net worth (h(hM
"
) are unable to fund their
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8Replacing the speci"c functional forms in (7) and (8) by the assumption that u
"
(p)"bu

.
(p), with

u
.
(p) decreasing and concave and b(1, would not change the results, except for the fact that now

u
.
(h) and u

"
(h) might intersect more than once. In this case, in some intermediate range hH

"
(h(hH

.
,

with hM
"
(hH

"
(hH

.
(1, one might "nd an alternating pattern of market and bank "nance. Neverthe-

less entrepreneurs with h'hH
.

would still get market "nance, those with hM
"
4h(hH

"
would get

bank "nance, and those with h(hM
"

would be unable to fund their projects.
9Notice that hH may be equal to hM

.
, in which case the entrepreneurs with net worth ratio hH may

not be indi!erent between bank and market "nance, but strictly prefer the latter.
10Other comparisons between the rates paid by market and bank borrowers (for instance,

average rates) depend on the characteristics of the distribution of entrepreneurs.

projects. Interestingly, hM
"
(hM

.
, so bank "nance is feasible over a wider range of

net worth ratios. Consequently, there are entrepreneurs with a real choice
between market and bank "nance, and there are also some entrepreneurs for
whom bank "nance is the only feasible mode of "nance, but there are no
entrepreneurs for whom market "nance is the only alternative. Moreover,
among the "rst group, market "nance is preferred by those with a higher h.
These features of the model are consistent with the conventional wisdom that
the access to (and even the actual use of) arm's-length "nance is restricted to the
borrowers with the strongest balance sheets.8

Fig. 1 depicts a case in which the critical value hH that divides the regions of
bank and market "nance is strictly greater than hM

.
.9 Intuitively, when entrepre-

neurial net worth is high, the moral hazard problem is small, so the incentive
advantage of bank "nance does not pay for the entailed loss of private bene"ts.
However, as net worth declines, the moral hazard problem worsens, and
consequently bank "nance becomes comparatively more and more advantage-
ous. Below the critical value hH, entrepreneurs choose (or have no option but) to
"nance their projects under bank monitoring.

The behavior of the equilibrium borrowing rates, B
.
(h) and B

"
(h), is depicted in

Fig. 2. Both of them are decreasing and convex in h, and approach R/j
.

and R/j
"
,

respectively, as h approaches 1. Over the interval [hM
.
, 1) we have B

.
(h)'B

"
(h),

which re#ects the positive impact of bank monitoring on the probability of
default. Accordingly, the equilibrium borrowing rate exhibits an upward jump at
hH, so the worst market borrowers pay higher interest rates than the best bank
borrowers.10 Hence, market and bank borrowers are clearly ordered in terms of
their net worth ratios, but they are not so in terms of their borrowing rates.

We conclude this section computing the aggregate quantities of market and
bank lending implied by Proposition 2:

¸
.
"P

1

hH P
=

0

(1!h)IdF(h, I)"P
1

hH
(1!h)E(IDh) dF(h), (12)

¸
"
"P

hH

hM " P
=

0

(1!h)IdF(h, I)"P
hH

hM "
(1!h)E(IDh) dF(h), (13)
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Fig. 1. Utilities under market and bank lending.

Fig. 2. Equilibrium borrowing rates.

where E(IDh) denotes the conditional expectation of I given h, and F(h) is the
marginal cumulative distribution function of h. Total lending, ¸, is simply the
sum of market and bank lending

¸"¸
.
#¸

"
"P

1

hM "
(1!h)E(IDh) dF(h). (14)
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11 It is worth noting that monetary policy shocks would have no e!ect on lending in the absence of
the moral hazard problem. Speci"cally, if p were contractible, our Assumption 2 would imply that all
entrepreneurs (regardless of their net worth ratio) would undertake their projects using market
"nance under a common borrowing rate. Hence aggregate lending and investment would be
insensitive to small changes in R.

These quantities will play an important role in our discussion of the di!erent
strands of the literature on the credit channel.

4. The broad credit channel

Much of the earlier work on the existence of a credit channel for the
transmission of monetary policy focused on the correlations among aggregate
output, bank and market debt, and indicators of monetary policy. More re-
cently, the discussion has extended to more disaggregated data in order to show
the impact of monetary policy on speci"c classes of borrowers. We start the
analysis of the impact of monetary policy in the context of our simple model by
looking at the e!ects of changes in the market interest rate R on the critical
values hM

"
and hH that de"ne the ranges of bank and market "nance, as well as on

the aggregate quantities of bank and market lending. Abstracting from the
di$culties involved in specifying a fully consistent model of a monetary econ-
omy, we interpret R as the interest rate targeted by a monetary authority. So,
changes in R account for the short-run e!ects of (unanticipated) monetary policy
actions.11

Proposition 3. An increase in the market interest rate R increases the net worth
ratio hM

"
at which bank xnance becomes feasible and the net worth ratio hH at which

entrepreneurs switch from bank to market xnance. As a result, market lending, ¸
.
,

and total lending, ¸, go down. Moreover, if

E(IDhM
"
)F@(hM

"
)'E(IDhH)F@(hH). (15)

bank lending, ¸
"
, also goes down.

Proof. From (5) we get

dhM
"

dR
"

1!hM
"

R
'0. (16)

On the other hand, Proposition 2 implies that the critical value hH is de"ned
either explicitly by hH"hM

.
, if u

.
(hM

.
)'u

"
(hM

.
), or implicitly by the condition

u
.
(hH)"u

"
(hH), otherwise. In the "rst case we directly have

dhH
dR

"

1!hH
R

'0. (17)
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12For recent evidence on the importance of this #ight to quality, see Bernanke et al. (1996), and
Lang and Nakamura (1995).

13Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) and Oliner and Rudebusch (1995) measure the cross sectional
incidence of the broad credit channel using the fact that small "rms tend to have a lower net worth
ratio than large "rms. They provide evidence of the signi"cantly greater response of small "rms to
monetary policy shocks. Similarly Oliner and Rudebusch (1996a) show that the sensitivity of
investment to cash #ow is larger among small "rms. In a more direct test, Gilchrist and Zakrajsek
(1995) "nd that the response of inventory investment to cash #ow increases monotonically across the
four leverage categories they consider.

In the second case, the implicit function theorem gives the same "nal expression
as in (17). These results together with de"nitions (12)}(14) imply

d¸
.

dR
"!

1

R
(1!hH)2E(IDhH)F@(hH)(0, (18)

d¸

dR
"!

1

R
(1!hM

"
)2E(IDhM

"
)F@(hM

"
)(0 (19)

and

d¸
"

dR
"

d¸

dR
!

d¸
.

dR
,

whose sign is ambiguous in general. However, (15) is a su$cient condition for
d¸

"
/dR(0, since (1!hM

"
)2'(1!hH)2. h

Proposition 3 implies that a tightening of monetary policy produces a yight to
quality (i.e., a shift towards higher net worth borrowers) on the part of both
market and bank lenders.12 Intuitively, a higher opportunity cost of capital
tightens the lenders' participation constraint (2), which in turn worsens the
entrepreneurial moral hazard problem. In terms of Fig. 2, the increase in
R moves both hM

"
and hH to the right. The e!ect on hM

"
directly relates to how

R a!ects the feasibility of "nance for the bank borrower of lowest quality. The
less obvious result on hH follows from the fact that u

.
(h) shifts down more than

u
"
(h), because the worsening of the moral hazard problem is more severe under

market "nance. These predictions are consistent with the empirical "ndings that
small, typically bank-dependent, less liquid, and less capitalized "rms su!er the
most from a tightening of monetary policy.13

As for the e!ects on credit aggregates, Proposition 3 implies that if the total
investment by the lowest quality "rms that borrow from banks is greater than
the total investment by the lowest quality "rms that borrow from the market,
then a tightening of monetary policy reduces all credit aggregates as well as
aggregate investment. Otherwise, the fall in investment, market lending, and
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14Gertler and Gilchrist (1993) and Oliner and Rudebusch (1996b) show that monetary contrac-
tions since the mid-1970s have prompted a reallocation of credit toward large "rms but not
a signi"cant shift in the mix variable for either small or large "rms.

total lending is unambiguous, but bank lending may increase due to the in#ow
of borrowers that abandon market "nance.

One can easily check that a tightening of monetary policy increases the
spreads between the borrowing rates, B

.
(h) or B

"
(h), and the market interest

rate R, since the negative incentive e!ect of a larger R reduces the probability of
success of all projects. To the extent that aggregate investment is directly related
to future output, this positive e!ect of R on equilibrium spreads, together with
its negative e!ect on aggregate investment, is consistent with the predictive
content in real output equations of the spread between the commercial paper
rate and the Treasury bill rate (Stock and Watson, 1989; Friedman and Kuttner,
1992).

Looking at the behavior of the aggregate quantities of short-term bank loans
and commercial paper, Kashyap et al. (1993), henceforth KSW, found that
a tightening of monetary policy reduces bank lending ¸

"
, but in contrast with

the predictions of our model increases market lending ¸
.
. They also found that

a tightening of monetary policy decreases what they called the xnancing mix
variable k"¸

"
/¸, that is, the fraction of short-term credit that comes from

bank loans. In the context of our model, (18) and (19) imply

dk
dR

"

1

¸ C(1!k)
d¸

dR
!

d¸
.

dR D ,

whose sign is ambiguous in general. However, when k is su$ciently large we get
dk/dR'0. These results suggest that the evidence reported by KSW cannot be
explained in full with our simple model of the broad credit channel, and support
their interpretation that a distinct bank lending channel may be in operation.
Nevertheless, the evidence in KSW is still controversial. In particular, the
literature thereafter has pointed out that the observed behavior of short-term
credit may relate to cross-sectional di!erences in inventory policies and the
recourse to trade credit which can only be properly controlled for using more
disaggregated data.14

5. The bank lending channel

The literature on the existence of a bank lending channel stresses that
monetary shocks in#uence real economic activity, in part, by especially a!ecting
the availability of bank credit. This view builds upon two key hypothesis: (H

1
)

monetary shocks cause larger shifts in the supply of bank loans than in the
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15See, for example, the models in Bernanke and Blinder (1988) and KSW.
16 Informational asymmetries and agency problems a!ecting banks provide alternative (and more

intrincate) avenues. For instance, the problem of bank panics in Bernanke (1983) or the moral
hazard problem between banks and investors in Holmstrom and Tirole (1997).

17The signs below the arguments are those of the corresponding partial derivatives, which are
immediate to derive.

supply of other forms of credit, and (H
2
) borrowers cannot costlessly replace

bank loans with other forms of credit. Researchers have typically taken both
hypothesis for granted rather than deriving them from "rst principles.15

Our benchmark model already delivers H
2
, but its perfectly elastic supply of

market and bank lending cannot produce H
1
. The purpose of this section is to

extend the model in two directions which may yield H
1
: deposit interest rate

ceilings and capital requirements.16 Both regulations have often been mentioned
as possible causes of a distinct reaction of the supply of bank loans to a tighten-
ing of monetary policy. We want to examine whether their presence changes the
comparative static results derived in the previous section.

To start with, consider a variation of our model in which the rates of return
required by banks (R

"
) and market lenders (R

.
) can di!er. When they are

su$ciently close, the characterization of the regions of bank and market "nance
is identical to that derived before, with a minimum net worth ratio hM

"
, increasing

in R
"
, for which bank "nance is viable, and a net worth ratio hH, decreasing in

R
"

and increasing in R
.
, for which entrepreneurs switch from bank to market

"nance. From here we can de"ne the functions

¸
"
(R

"
~

,R
.

`

), ¸
.
(R

"
`

, R
.

~

), and ¸(R
"

~

),

that describe the behavior of bank, market, and total lending, respectively.17
Note that if a tightening of monetary policy induces a greater increase in

R
"

than in R
.
, then it may be possible to get a reduction in the critical value hH.

Consistent with the "ndings in KSW, this would imply an increase in market
lending¸

.
and a decrease in the "nancing mix variable k"¸

"
/¸. The following

variations of our model attempt to explain why R
.

and R
"

can di!er and can
also be di!erently a!ected by monetary shocks.

5.1. Deposit interest rate ceilings

Assume that bank "nance is exclusively provided by a class of perfectly
competitive "nancial intermediaries which can only raise funds in the form of
bank deposits D (and, for simplicity, have no capital). Bank deposits, unlike
market securities, provide some transaction services. These services are valuable
to some investors who may, consequently, accept a deposit rate, R

$
, below the
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18Under regulation Q, ceilings on deposit rates were sometimes used for monetary policy
purposes. Eq. (20) allows us to examine the impact of a reduction in RM

$
. Deposit supply will fall,

forcing banks to cut their lending. Consequently, R
"

will go up, so hM
"

will increase and hH will
decrease. Hence market lending will increase, and bank lending, total lending, and investment
will fall.

expected rate of return of market securities, R
.
. Moreover, assume that R

.
"R,

where R is the interest rate targeted by the monetary authority. If R
$
(R, banks

face a supply of deposits which is represented by a function D(R
$
,R), increasing

in R
$

and decreasing in R. In contrast, if R
$
"R, they access the whole market

supply of funds, which is perfectly elastic at the rate R. Suppose, however, that
regulation establishes a binding ceiling RM

$
(R on the deposit rate.

Banks can provide both market "nance and bank loans. If the supply of bank
deposits D(RM

$
,R) is greater than the demand for bank loans at R

"
"R, banks

will use their excess funds to provide market "nance. Otherwise they will only
provide bank loans and we will have R

"
'R, re#ecting the scarcity of banks'

loanable funds. In particular, R
"

will be determined by the equilibrium
condition

D(RM
$
, R)"¸

"
(R

"
, R). (20)

In this case, if following a tightening of monetary policy (an increase in R) the
ceiling RM

$
remains unchanged, investors will reduce their supply of deposits and

banks will be forced to cut down their loans by the same amount. The magni-
tude of the reduction in ¸

"
will only depend on the elasticity of the supply of

deposits to the market interest rate R. Therefore, if investors' substitutability
between bank deposits and market securities is su$ciently high, the wedge
between R

"
and R will increase and consequently hH may fall. Thus,

the existence of interest rate ceilings may lead to an increase in the issuance
of market securities during episodes of tight money, so it provides a
candidate explanation for the "ndings of KSW. Supporting this interpretation,
Friedman and Kuttner (1993b) document that the behavior of commercial
paper in the last two recessions (when regulation Q interest rate ceilings were no
longer in place) did not follow the average post-war pattern highlighted by
KSW.18

If we were to relax the assumption that banks can only raise funds in the form
of core (interest rate regulated) deposits } for example, if banks were able to issue
certi"cates of deposit (CDs) at the market interest rate R } the equilibrium
would be the same as in our initial model, except that now banks would be able
to cover part of their intra-marginal "nancing with cheap deposits, thus earning
a rent. One can argue, however, that "nancial imperfections at the level of the
banks may impede them to access a perfectly elastic demand for CDs
(see Kashyap and Stein, 1995). In such case, the level of core deposits would
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19The "nancing mix variable k"¸
"
/¸ will increase rather than decrease after a rise in R.

20Recent events seem to illustrate this possibility. For example, the decline of bank lending in the
US during the months preceding the cyclical peak of 1990 has been related to the rise in capital
requirements in 1989 (see Bernanke and Lown, 1991).

21Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) obtain this result in a model where a minimum investment of
banks' own funds is necessary for bankers to have incentives to monitor their borrowers, so &capital
requirements' are endogenous.

be relevant to determine the banks' marginal cost of funds, and the qualitative
results derived in this section would still hold.

5.2. Capital requirements

Suppose now that deposit interest rate ceilings are not in place but banks are
subject to a capital adequacy requirement. In particular, they are obliged to fund
a fraction c of their lending with their own capital K. Moreover, assume for
simplicity that the supply of bank deposits is perfectly elastic at the interest rate
R, and consider a short-run situation in which banks are endowed with a "xed
amount of capital KM . In this situation, banks' capacity to lend is bounded by
KM /c. If the demand for bank loans at R

"
"R is greater than this bound, the

capital requirement will be binding, banks will only provide bank loans, and
we will have R

"
'R. Speci"cally, R

"
will be determined by the equilibrium

condition

KM /c"¸
"
(R

"
, R). (21)

From this expression, it follows that binding capital requirements alter the
transmission of monetary policy shocks. Most importantly, the total amount of
bank lending ¸

"
is determined by KM /c, so it does not depend on R. Nevertheless,

changes in R have both distributional and aggregate e!ects. For a given R
"
, the

"rst reaction to an increase in R will be that the least capitalized "rms getting
market "nance will want to shift to bank "nance. As bank lending capacity is
limited, this will generate an upward pressure on R

"
, raising hM

"
. The result is

a #ight to quality up to the point where the amount of bank loans lost in the
lower tail of the distribution of net worth ratios equals the amount gained in the
upper tail. At the aggregate level, market lending, total lending, and investment
will fall, whilst bank lending will remain unchanged. Thus, binding capital
requirements make bank lending (and investment) less sensitive to changes in
R (an e!ect noted by Kashyap and Stein, 1994), but they cannot directly explain
the KSW results.19

However, capital requirements create new sources of #uctuations in credit
aggregates. In particular, from (21), a fall in KM or an increase in c will produce
a credit crunch: bank lending and investment will fall, and the highest quality
bank borrowers will shift to market "nance.20,21 This is important since there
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are reasons to think that short-run #uctuations in KM are not independent of
monetary policy. Some long-term bank assets entail "xed interest rates whereas
the returns of many short-term bank liabilities are closely linked to market
interest rates. Increases in R in such an environment will generate losses to the
banks, thereby reducing KM and hence their capacity to lend. It is also well
documented that banks' pro"ts deteriorate at the outset of recessions as a result
of the increase in default rates. In a world of binding capital requirements,
banks' lending capacity would consequently decline. For these reasons, move-
ments in bank capital might also provide an explanation for the decline of bank
loans relative to market lending during episodes of tight money.

6. Conclusion

We have developed a model of the choice between market and bank lending
in order to provide a framework for analyzing the di!erent strands of the credit
view of the transmission of monetary policy. The model is based on a simple
moral hazard problem between entrepreneurs and their lenders that banks can
ameliorate through monitoring. We have characterized a credit market equilib-
rium in which "rms with high net worth ratios prefer market lending, those with
intermediate net worth get bank lending, and those with little net worth are
unable to borrow.

The analysis of the response of this equilibrium to changes in the stance of
monetary policy has identi"ed the main implications of a broad credit channel
for monetary transmission. A tightening of monetary policy (i) reduces aggreg-
ate investment, as well as the amounts of market and (under certain conditions)
bank lending, (ii) widens the spreads between the interest rates charged to the
borrowers and the riskless interest rate, and (iii) produces a #ight to quality, i.e.
a shift towards higher net worth borrowers. These results seem broadly consis-
tent with the evidence, although they fail to produce a rise in market lending
during monetary contractions. When the model is extended to incorporate the
possible causes of a distinct bank lending channel, we "nd that deposit interest
rate ceilings like those of regulation Q can explain this behavior. On the other
hand, capital requirements may only explain it if monetary contractions are
followed by declines in bank capital.

Overall, the mechanisms underlying the broad credit channel seem fairly
robust, and the empirical evidence at both the macro and the micro level
supports their relevance. Our model is able to capture these mechanisms at the
cost of great simpli"cation. Further research in this area should aim at sur-
mounting the main limitations of our analysis. In particular, its static partial
equilibrium nature and the assumption, related to the di$culties of specifying
a fully consistent model of a monetary economy, that monetary policy acts
directly on the riskless interest rate.
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